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ORIGINS
FROM PAST TO FUTURE, LIVE THE PRESENT IN LA CLUSAZ

The mountains here have many stories to tell that
will stand the test of time long into the future.
Over generations, La Clusaz has carved a unique
identity based on its warm welcome and extensive
natural playground. The remarkable resort is an
exceptional combination of alpine living and a
deep rooted, connected winter sports culture.
The local community is proud to share and preserve
its natural, cultural, architectural and gastronomic
heritage. The preserved natural environment, the
dedicated and welcoming inhabitants and local
businesses, the extensive programme of festive
events and activities accessible to everyone, will
appeal to all.

OUR LOCAL DIALECT
Some wise words in the Aravis dialect
• MÂRÇHE D’APRÉ LA LANJEU D’TON PA
Walk according to the length of your step.
• LÉ PIRE FAN PARTIA DU ÇHMIN
The stones are part of the path.
• FÔ ALÂ PLAN PE-R ALÂ LVIN
Go slow to go far.

THE NUMBERS

125 Km
of slopes
1
1

84 slopes

(7 black, 29 red,
30 blue, 18 green)

1100 m
to 2600 m
altitude

49
ski lifts

Open
19/12/20
25/04/21

until 43€*
adult full day
ski pass

* Dynamic pricing

5
massifs

WHAT 'S NEW
EVENT
LES PESTACLES DU PÈRE-NOËL
From 21 December to 1 January 2021
LE BÉLIER BLANC
Saturday 9 January 2021
ROCK ON SNOW PRO
From 10 to 12 January 2021

ACCOMMODATION
Le Chalet des Joux
Details page 9

SKIABLE TERRAIN

SKI MOUNTAINEERING WEEK
From 18 to 23 January 2021

A themed slope on the
preservation of nature
Details page 4

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
FRENCH CHAMPIONSHIPS
23 and 24 January 2021

A night skiing slope as a blank
canvas
Details page 5

FREESTYLE EUROPEAN CUP
From 1 to 4 February 2021

A night skiing slope for novices
and sledge enthusiasts
Details page 5

RADIO MEUH CIRCUS FESTIVAL
From 25 to 28 March 2021
GOOD VIBES WEEK
April 2021
RETURN OF THE CHAMPIONS
9 April 2021
DÉFI FOLY
17 and 18 April 2021

Greener, hybrid piste bashers
Details page 11

MEDIA IDEAS
• Greener La Clusaz
• Tales passed on through the
generations
• Women’s sports
Details page 11
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DAY

NON-SKI WINTER ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES WITH A DIFFERENCE
ON THE SKIABLE TERRAIN
NEW –LEARN ABOUT THE PRESERVATION
OF NATURE ON THE SLOPES
The 2.5km l’Envers blue run is a great slope for
any level, with a 250m vertical descent. It has
been made into an educational track to learn
about local fauna with games, fun activities and
information. Learn about the history of mixed
farming in La Clusaz through the work of the
farmers, their dedication to the preservation of
the alpine environment and of course about the
history of Reblochon Fermier.
Accessible only with a ski pass.
A FUN AREA FOR FUTURE
FREESTYLERS
« LCZ FAMILY RUN » is the ideal place
to learn to ski freestyle. Located on
the Mini Loup sector, skiers and
snowboarders can have fun safely
learning how to approach a jump on
a module and how to land! The LCZ
Family Run is also a big picnic area
open to all and a “must” do place for
the best selfies in front of the giant
« L A C L U S A Z » letters and its
emblematic ram shaped sofa.
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HAMEAU DES ALPES
La Clusaz is a great place to find out about
alpine heritage. There are regular visits and
tours organized by heritage guides around
the village and farms. The “Hameau des
Alpes“on the Nom stream, close to the village
centre is now open all year round. Here you can
discover all about fascinating local history, with
fun activities around the making of Reblochon
Fermier, a museum where you can learn all about
the evolution of skiing, a traditional village oven,
lofts and a former saw mill.
www.lehameaudesalpes.com
SKI-JOËRING
Animals have accompanied humankind throughout
history. Ski-joering was initially used by those who
combined a love of horses with the need to work.
Be transported back in time on the polar white
landscapes in La Clusaz, and reconnect with the world
in the company of these wonderful animals. Discover
a completely different aspect to winter sports while
respecting the environment!
www.aravis-equitation.com/activites/ski-joering
From 29€/per person

AN MUST-SEE VIEW POINT
FROM THE SLOPES
PASSERELLE DE BALME
Take it from the top and clear your mind! At the Col de Balme,
la passerelle de Balme opens onto an outstanding view.
For an exceptional and memorable experience, the 6.5m glass
viewing platform is suspended over a several 100m drop and
looks out over the Alps and Mont Blanc, the highest peak in
Europe.
Accessible only with a ski pass.

5 PLACES
TO PARTY THE NIGHT AWAY
• THE COCKTAIL SPOT
La Scierie
• THE CLASSIC PUB
Les Caves de Paccaly
• THE LIVELIEST
Le Bal
• THE COSIEST
Le Bar du St Alban Hôtel & Spa
• THE MOST LOCAL
Le Lion d’Or

NIGHT

A NIGHT SWIM WITH A VIEW
La Clusaz Aqua park is an ideal place to
relax and reconnect by day or by night.
Lay back in the 25m outdoor pool as you
look out towards your friends and family
skiing down the slopes. The centre has a
breath-taking view over the snowy peaks
from the interior and exterior pools, it
boasts a waterfall, Jacuzzi as well as a
sauna, steam room and fitness suite.
www.espaceaquatique-laclusaz.com
From 4€ per person.

NEW
THE MERLE SLOPE HAS BECOME
THE IDEAL SPOT FOR NIGHT SHOTS
The famous Merle slope will now be floodlit
at the end of the day so that skiers can
continue to ski long into the evening, but in
addition, there will be various winter sports’
themed evenings organised for parets for
example, a traditional sledge. There will
also be fun, artistic colour themed activities
where the snow becomes a blank canvas
to impress night skiers.
From 19 December 2020, every Saturday at
7pm, Sundays and Tuesdays at 9pm. Colour
events on Friday evening. Accessible only
with a ski pass.

EVENT- FULL MOON PARTY
Dates to be announced
Night becomes day in La Clusaz for a
memorable festive experience under
the stars. The slopes are opened
especially for the evening lit only by
the light of the moon. The atmosphere
is full of fun all along the slopes, as
the restaurants and bars stay open
for a totally unique and unforgettable
skiing experience. An unforgettable
experience that happens only twice per
season!
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CULTURE

ART
CLÉMENT HUDRY : LA CLUSAZ FROM BEHIND THE LENSES

“The diversity of the landscape is for me, the biggest
advantage of this area. You can immortalise a sunrise
in a very alpine atmosphere from the summit of the
Pointe Percée and then finish the same day taking shots
over the calm waters of Lake Annecy from one of the
jetties. The area is also steeped in history from the
small, authentic hamlets, still inhabited by locals to the
traditional festivals, there are so many stories to tell and
share!”
MATHIEU GAZAIX : LA CLUSAZ WITH THE STROKE OF A PEN

Recognisable for his famous drawings of the La
Clusaz ram emblem, his Faction Prodigy skis and his
illustrations along the Opinel knife to celebrate 125
years of the brand, artist Mathieu Gazaix has lived here
for 10 years and still gets his inspiration from La Clusaz
and its surroundings.

CULTURE
PATRICK AGNELLET : TASTE LA CLUSAZ
Internationally renowned local patissier-chocolatier
Patrick Agnellet, is a master of his art form. Located
in La Clusaz, he has been awarded several distinctions
and is part of the elite Relais Desserts. His abounding
creativity has led to the creation of his alphabet of
savours (a presentation box of 26 original chocolates)
or his collection Gourmand’art (a tableau made entirely
from chocolate). He achieved the ultimate recognition
when in 2017 he was asked to create the 40th birthday
cake of the President of the Republic, called “L’Elysée”
with his son Louis. www.patrickagnellet.com

FOCUS ON THE HISTORY OF RADIO MEUH BY FOUNDER, PHILOU

EVENT

RADIO MEUH CIRCUS FESTIVAL
“Created in 2007, Radio Meuh exists thanks to a group of close
From 25 to 28 March 2021
friends with one idea in mind: to share good vibes, without any
stress. Since the day we started, the radio has continuously
The whole valley grooves to
aired 24 hours a day, 7 days a week without any publicity and
the sounds Radio Meuh over
with free access! Thirteen years later, we have made our
4 days of fun, 3 evenings under
little niche and have become one of the most listened to
the circus tent and over 10
independent digital radios in France! In order to continue
Fringe events open to all. There’s something for
to offer juicy tunes to our listeners, I spend a lot of time
everyone from electro, soul, afro beat, hip-hop,
out and about, rummaging and searching out new
disco or rock in this unmissable alpine event.
tracks, which is time-consuming but great fun!”
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LCZ PARK
LCZ is the group of local riders who train on the world-class
snow park all winter in La Clusaz. Creative and fearless
skiers can express themselves all season on a variety of
modules from big air, rails and boxes. Everything is set
up with the most popular forms of rails : low to mid range
jibs and rails such as fun boxes, rainbows, flat and step
down rails, Canon rail, Pool Jam, Close Up, etc…

FREERANDO, BACK TO OUR ROOTS

RIDE

CULTURE

Freerando attracts skiers looking for a more
ecological approach and to experience wilderness
in the mountains. Knowledge and experience are
required when heading off the beaten track, to
appreciate the silence and peace in the forests and
gullies. However, novices can try ski touring, risk
free on the 2 marked tracks in La Clusaz.
• The idyllic, forest track on Beauregard is 5km
long with an only 600m vertical rise and is ideal for
first ascents using ski skins.
• The Etale track with its 700m of vertical rise
and some at 30°, is more of a challenge. Some
experience of conversions is required as it is a
steep climb! It is less isolated from the downhill
skiers than the Beauregard track, but the arrival
at the Belvédère is well worth the climb for an
uninterrupted vista over the Mont Blanc.

BEN BURATTI, LOCAL RIDER
Born and brought up in Haute Savoie, Ben has been
skiing since the age of 3 and has already been French
Champion, he participated in the 2018 Olympics in
Pyeongchang, has been member of the French team
since 2016, was French Champion in 2018 and runner
up in 2019. Slopestyle and Big Air are his disciplines of
choice.
So Ben, Why La Clusaz?
“ I love riding here because they’ve got everything! You
can go “Back country” skiing in the morning on the
Balme and Etale and then train on the variety of modules
in the Snow park in the afternoon. It’s an unbelievably
varied and fun terrain! When I ski in La Clusaz, I’m never
by myself, my friends are always around to film or just
hang out in the mountains all together.”

EVENT - LCZ FEST
March 2021 - Dates to be announced
Home-grown champions of Freestyle and Freeride,
from Edgar Grospiron, to Candide Thovex and Loïc
Collomb-Patton have continuously worked towards
helping their discipline evolve in the world of ski.
They have decided to unite with future champion
skiers and snowboarders in a common goal to
share their passion and increase the notoriety of
their sport. They call themselves LCZ, original
Riders Factory. For the third time, the resort will be
organising the « LCZ Fest », bringing together the
best Freestyle French skiers. The awe-inspiring
event sends shock waves through the mountains
from the training sessions to the day of the show!
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FROM HOME

NEW
A PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN
GASTRONOMY AND LOCAL PRODUCTS
The restaurants in La Clusaz, are committed to offering
the finest in dining experiences using the best local
ingredients. Discover delectable and mouth-watering
traditional or exotic dishes in cosy and inspired
surroundings. Take a voyage of discovery and dine
in such eclectic surroundings as a converted family
saw mill with a stylish, contemporary feel or in one
of the oldest chalets in the Confins.
RESTAURANTS NOT TO BE MISSED

• La Ferme : the most authentic
• Le Chalet du lac : the best kept secret
• La Scierie : the place to be
• Le Chalet des Rhodos : the most elegant

NEW
“MEET THE LOCALS”
AT LE CŒUR RESTAURANT
The Chefs of restaurant Le Cœur are
dedicated to using quality products
from local suppliers and to discover
the different professions in the food
production industry, the restaurant
organise meet and greet sessions
between
local
producers
and
holidaymakers at the 5-star Hotel Au
Coeur du Village.
www.hotel-aucoeurduvillage.fr/fr/lecoeur-151
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LA FERME, LOWERING THEIR
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Awarded Maître restaurateur status over the last
few years, which acknowledges the use of local
products in dishes made direct in the restaurant,
La Ferme intends to lower their environmental
impact further. This year, the team is working
hard to reduce their waste and to maximise all
products. They now offer a buffet style breakfast
to reduce waste, work with less suppliers to reduce
the number of delivery trucks and collect cooking
oil and organic waste to be picked up and used in
a methane production plant. The meat and seafood
dishes on the menu will be decreased, with the aim
of reducing quantities by 90%. Time to appreciate
delicious local products that don’t impact on Nature!
www.lesfermiers.com

SHOPPING LOCAL
LES CLAIRES IDÉES
Snug in a hidden passageway behind the Tourist Office,
« Les Claires Idées » has been filling the centre of the village
with the delicate scents of their candles for over 10 years.
The shop is an enticing treasure trove of soaps, organic
cosmetics, eco-friendly incense and a wide selection of candles
hand-made by Jean-Marc Monbec. There are 35 scents to
choose from for 100% organic candles at affordable prices!
www.lesclairesidees.fr
LE REBLOCHON FERMIER
Reblochon is made by farmers in respect of traditional farmhouse
production methods. They work hard every day throughout the year,
dedicated to perpetuating the standards and quality of their cheese!
You can taste Reblochon direct at the local farms surrounded by
some of the best views in the region.

SUBLIME DINING
La Clusaz is the perfect place for
togetherness, to relax in a cosy and chic
atmosphere. The preserved, authentic,
alpine architecture dictates the way of life
in the resort, combining contemporary luxury
with the traditional lines of its chalets.

NEW - LE CHALET DES JOUX

ST ALBAN HOTEL & SPA ****
Inspired by the cosiness and warmth of an English club
with natural materials such as wood, brass and leather, the
St-Alban**** promises an experience, unlike any other. The
book lined walls create a unique atmosphere at the heart
of the resort and combined with a Nuxe spa and skishop
make this an unbeatable hotel experience.
Don’t miss out on – the chic bar, the central element
of the hotel, for luxury snacking and elegant evening
cocktails.
www.hotel-st-alban.com

CONTEMPORARY GUEST CABINS ON THE
SLOPES IN LA CLUSAZ
Contemporary guest cabins on the slopes in La
Clusaz. This entirely renovated chalet is located in
the middle of the slopes, deep in nature. In contrast
to the majestic environment between the Etale and
Borderan massif, with a view over the Aravis range
and the village of La Clusaz, Chalet des Joux stands out
for its simplicity. In this preserved atmosphere, holiday
makers will appreciate the two bright and comfortable
apartments in a modern, wooden design as well as the
well-known home-cooking of host Romand, who runs
the restaurant on the ground floor. Children will love the
snug bedrooms on the low mezzanine floor, great hiding
places for playing in. Accommodates up to 10 adults and
6 children.
chaletdesjoux.com

LES RHODOS : COL DES ARAVIS
Deep in the heart of nature, experience the unique
atmosphere of the Rhodos just steps away from
a hidden chapel. Discover, for example the
«Vintage Sports » room with its 70s decor harking
back to major team events from the time, or the
“Cheyenne” room with its Indian tribal decor or
the “Music” room that looks and feels like a real
recording studio. Travel through time in this
exceptional place with delicious restaurant.
Bonus: the cylindrical wine cellar hidden
under a glass plateau and the tasting area
in the style of a monastery.
rhodos.fr

AND AWAY

EVENT - GOOD VIBES WEEK
April 2021 - The wellness week is one of our best kept secrets. The first
edition mostly brought together local practitioners and a wider audience
were attracted to the second edition with distance lessons. The third edition
of the Good Vibes Week will continue to grow to accommodate instructors
and local participants. During the event several yoga and meditation lessons
are organised as well as ayurvedic workshops and candle creation using
essential oils in cooperation with Les Claires Idées candle makers. It’s an
event full of good vibes organised by kind souls from the village.
laclusaz-yogafestival.com
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THE PÊLE CO-WORKING
A co-working space called Le Pêle, a local word meaning
“a small room heated by a stove” opened several years
ago. It’s a perfect solution for independent workers,
entrepreneurs, freelancers and teleworkers and is open
to visitors and local inhabitants with 20 independent,
open-planned workspaces, secure WiFi, printer/
scanner, meeting room and the all-important unlimited
tea and coffee! No excuse for procrastination, the
mountains will inspire all year long!
www.lepelecoworking.com

A BUSINESS CLUB MADE IN LA CLUSAZ
The Business Club of La Clusaz is still in its infancy,
but already very active. Launched in 2019 as a link
between the business world and La Clusaz’ creative
universe, the objective is to help develop business,
create a local network and provide a meeting space
for new partners. Themed excursions to discover
the mountains, inspiring conferences, festive events
and dinners are organised to bring professionals
together. Open to all professionals, the business
club gives access to seasonal or yearly passes as
well as many advantages to reveal the richness of
La Clusaz to future and current collaborators and
partners.
www.laclusaz.com/business-club.html

UNIQUE SURROUNDINGS IN ANNECY MOUNTAINS

WORK HAS FINISHED… TIME TO RELAX
After an active day on the slopes or even just for a break,
indulge and relax in one of the many wellness centres
which offer saunas, steam baths, balneotherapy and
even massages using alpine plants. Just relax!
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

• Deep Nature Spa : for cosiness
• Spa Nuxe : for the experience
• Cristal Spa : for the indulgence
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AFTER

La Clusaz has an enviable
location in the heart of a
rich and varied environment.
The
territorial
project
« Annecy Mountains » groups together 5 neighbouring
destinations of Annecy, Les Sources du Lac,
Le Grand-Bornand, Thônes and Manigod to promote
this unique zone, located between lakes and mountains.
There is a multitude of unmissable activities organised
around the rich local culture aimed at an improved
respect of the mountains.
• ANNECY : Discover the Street Art circuit and spend a
night at the Black Bass
• LE GRAND-BORNAND : Ski as the sun sets and sleep
at « l’Auberge Nordique »
• MANIGOD : Have a gourmet break at Lo Garâjo
concept store/coffee-shop
• LES SOURCES DU LAC : Enjoy the «No Plastic » slope
and lunch at the 4.47
• THÔNES : Try a beginner course in mountaineering on
the ice falls in Montremont

WORK

MEDIA IDEAS
TALES PASSED ON THROUGH THE
GENERATIONS

WOMEN’S SPORTS
THE HALLANT SISTERS
4 PERSONALITIES, THE SAME COMMITMENT
Skiing runs in the Hallant family. Emma, the youngest
sister joined the French Ski School team 2 years ago,
following in the footsteps of her sisters before her. Lydie
(29), Elise (27), Adèle (25) and Emma (22) rose through
the ranks of the Sports Club in the resort, with a stint
at the International Ski Federation for the older sisters,
before becoming instructors. Each sister has their own
distinct personality : determined, traveller, sporty or
artistic, but they all have the same winning smile, and a
commitment to pass on the love of their sport!
MIRABELLE THOVEX
FROM COMPETITIONS TO LOCAL LIFESTYLE
At the age of 15, Mirabelle joined the French half-pipe
snowboard team and over a successful career, she
participated in 3 Olympic Games (2010, 2014, 2018),
7 World Championships, the XGames in France, the
US and Norway, the US Open, the Dew Tour and lots
of World Cups. She now produces images to put the
spotlight on the sport she continues to love and between
different projects, can be found over a coffee in the
Candide Store.

DOMINIQUE THOVEX : FOLLOW THE GUIDE
Born and bred in La Clusaz and passionate about
his valley and all the stories it has to tell, Dominique
Thovex is known as Mr Heritage in La Clusaz. As
he takes you to his favourite places, around the 4
corners of the mountains, he will reveal the history
of this charming valley, give you a taste of local
delicacies and show the village from outstanding
viewpoints. He knows the valley like the back of his
hand, let him show the way!

GREENER LA CLUSAZ
GREENER, HYBRID PISTE BASHERS
The all-important piste basher that prepares the
perfect slopes for skiers every day is going green in
La Clusaz. The first hybrid piste basher will be used
this winter, in order to limit fuel consumption and
further consolidate the quest for more eco-friendly
solutions within the resort. Those that cannot be
adapted will be equipped with a Snowsat sytem that
uses satnav technology to optimise the production
of snow depending on the depth of snow measured
on the slopes, to reduce water consumption in the
resort.
• A themed slope on the preservation of nature
(details page 4)
• La Ferme, lowering their environmental impact
(details page 8)
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THE SUMMITS WITHIN EASY ACCESS

Vers
PARIS
Vers
PARIS

GENÈVE

ANNECY

LYON

A43

Vers
MARSEILLE

LA CLUSAZ

PARIS
LA
CLUSAZ

La Clusaz is just hours
away from the big European
capitals,
close
to
the
International
airports
of
Geneva and Lyon, and just
a few turns in the road from
Annecy.
3h40 from Paris to Annecy
30 min from Annecy
50min from Geneva airport

